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Chapter 9 Topics
A) Sampling Distributions:
Parameter vs. Statistic
Parameter is a number (mean, Var, SD, etc) that describes a
POPULATION
Statistic is a number that describes a SAMPLE (mean, Var, SD). We
use a statistic to make an estimate about a parameter.

Sampling Variablility: A statistic will vary depending on the sample
chosen or repeated sampling. (however, graphing "many" sample
averages shows the means tend toward the population parameter)
p is used to describe a population proportion.
p (hat) is used to describe a sample proportion.
p=p(hat) is one example, where the measure of center (mean tends
toward the p)

When displaying a sampling distribution descibe the center,shape and
spread. A sampling distribution of a statistic is the distribution of
values taken by the statistic in all possible samples of the same size
from the same population. (What???)
Distribution refers to the display
of data taking multiple samples from a population.
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Population distribution gives all the values of the variable of all individuals in
the population.
note: parameter of interest can be SD, Var, Mean, proportion
Language note:
population distribution and distribution of sample describe individuals. Sampling
distribution is the description of how the statistic (mean, p, SD, var) varies in MANY
samples from the population.

Unbiased vs Biased Estimator
Unbiased estimator: this statistic mean of the sampling distribtution is EQUAL to the
true value parameter you can see this in the display (graph).(assumption: sampling process is
unbiased in collection of data)

Some values will be higher, some lower but it's centered around the true value so
we USE it. (there is no favoritism). We tend to use p = p(hat)
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Activity timehandout
Other:
Sample size MATTERS
but, large samples do not fix bias in sampling you can have a large sample for a voluntary
response but it still remains biased.

Variability of a Statistic: described by the spread of its sampling distribution.. This spread is
determined primarily by the size of the random sample. Larger samples give smaller spread.
population needs to be at least 10 times the size of the sample. (in practice this is generally a
given)

Examples:
1. A random sample of 1000 people who signed a card saying they intended to quit
smoking were contacted nine months later. it turned out that 210 (21%) of the samples
individuals has not smoked over the last 6 months. What is the populations, the
parameter, the sample, and the statistic in this setting?

2. Each month, the Current Population Survey interviews a random sample of
individuals in about 55,000 US households. One of their goals is to estimate the national
unemployment rate. In December 2009, 10% of those interviewed were
unemployed.What is the populations, the parameter, the sample, and the statistic in this
setting?
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9.2 Sample Proportions
(Computer link Reese's Pieces)
Shape: In some cases, the sampling distribution of p(hat) can be approximated by a normal
curve. This seems to depend on sample size and population proportion.

Center: The mean of the distribution is μphat= p. This makes sense because the sample
proportion p(hat) is an unbiased estimator of p.

Spread: for a specific value of p, the standard deviation σphat gets smaller as n gets larger.
Use the population proportion for the point estimate for the sample proportion (unbiased estimator)
Sampling distribution of p(hat) describes how the statistic varies in all possible samples
Rules of Thumb:
• When sample size is large, the sampling distribution will appear NORMAL with mean p and standard
deviation
σ= √p(1p)/n
• Use normal approximation when np≥10 and n(1p)≥10 (check this)
If normal, you can use z score formula to find probabilities.
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Examples:
1. About 75% of young adult internet uses (ages 1829) watch online videos. Suppose
a sample survey contacts an SRS of 1000 young adult internet users and caclulates
the poroportiop p(hat) in the sample who watch on line videos.
A) What is the mean proportion and standard deviation of the sampling distribution p
(hat)?

B) Is the sampling distribution for p(hat) approximnately normal? check normal
conditions

C) If the sample size were 9000 instead of 1000, how would this change the sampling
distribution of p(hat)?

2. A sample survey interviews an SRS of 267 collage woman. Suppose that 70% of
college woman have been on a diet within the past 12 months.What is the probability
that 75% or more in the sample have been on a diet in the last 12 months?

3.
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9.3 Sample Means and the Central Limit
Theorem.
Mean: mean of the pop is the sampling mean

Standard Deviation AKA standard error of sampling distribution

The behavior of x(bar) is much like the proportion p(hat) in the
previous sections.
• It is an unbiased estimator for the population mean.
• The larger the sample size the lest spread out the sample
means are
• Population should be 10 times the sample this tends to be
the case in practice

These facts about mean and standard deviation for a sampling
distribution are true no matter what the population distribution looks
like. This is the CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM. When sample size is
large enough, your sample distribution will be cloase to normal
which means you can use any calculations we use for normal
distributions for the SAMPLE info

Link: http://www.rossmanchance.com/applets/
OneProp/OneProp.htm?candy=1
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The Central Limit Theorem essentially states that for n greater than
or equal to 30 (or "large" samples) the sampling distribution will be
close to normal. Even if population distribution is skewed.

PS:
If the pop is normal then
the sample distrib is going
to be normal even for
small samples

n=30 is the
"sweet
spot"
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Making Predictions or finding probabilities of
Sampling distributions applying the CLT
Find the Z score, use the table or calc(same)
but ADJUST the Z score formula by using the standard error
(standard deviation for sampling distribution) as your
denominator)
What? use this Z FORMULA
That's doable
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Some examples of what these look like: (what makes them difference)
1. The height of young women follow a normal distribution with mean 64.5
inches and standard deviation of 2.5 inches
A) Find the probability that a randomly selected young woman is taller than
66.5 inches.

B) Find the probability that the mean heights of a SRS of 10 women will excede
66.5 inches

2. Keith is manager of an autocare center. Based on service records from the
past year, the time (in hours) that a technician requires to complete a standard
oil change and inspection follows a rightskewed distribution with mean=30
minutes and standard deviation = 20 min. For promotion, Keith randomly
selects 40 current customers and offers them a free oil change and inspection if
they redeem the offer during the next month. Keith budgets an average of 35
minutes per customer for a technician to complete work. Will this be enough?
A) Calculate the probability that the averate time it takes to complete the work
exceeds 35 minutes.

B) How much average time per customer should he budget for if he wants to be
99% certain that he doesnt "go over budget"
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3. A coffee machine dispenses normally distributed amounts of coffee with a mean of
12 ounces and a standard deviation of 0.2 ounces. if a sample of 9 cups is selected,
find the probability that the mean of the sample will be greater than 12.1 ounces.

4. A soda machine dispenses normally distributed amounts of soda with a mean of
20 ounces and a standard deviation of 0.2 ounce. Are you more likely to randomly
select one bottle with more than 20.3 ounces or are you more likely to select a
sample of 8 bottles with a mean amount more than 20.3 ounces?
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